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these releases particularly exciting is how they function as

An ethnographic film is almost never a summation of re-

search; most films can only offer a particular view of a
subject. A film is a linear form constructed out of original
footage, background research, interviews, editing-room decisions, critical feedback, and the unpredictable occurrences
of fieldwork. In almost all documentaries, far more is left out

metatexts on Gardner's original films. The books and DVDs
carry reader-viewers back to the original moments of production and bring the films into a contemporary discourse.
They also provide insight into Gardner's way of working and
his process of judging the works he made. The book, The Impulse to Preserve (2006), is the broadest of these works and

provides notes complementing 40 years of ethnographic
production. The DVD rereleases layer multiple views and

than is included. Through a flurry of recent book and DVD
publications of and about his groundbreaking works, film-

conversations about the works from differing moments in

maker Robert Gardner offers something of a corrective to

time on the material object-the cinematic image. While

this dilemma.

The Impulse to Preserve gives readers valuable background details about his many cross-cultural films, the DVD materials
the Society of Visual Anthropology in 2005. His documendo something more; they open the original films to new
Gardner received a lifetime achievement award from

taries include the now canonized titles Dead Birds (1964),
forms of interpretation, as demonstrated in the rerelease of
Dead Birds on DVD in 2003.
Rivers of Sand (1973), Deep Hearts (1981), Forest of Bliss
(1986), and Ika Hands (1988), among others. All of his films A canonic work in the field of visual anthropolexplore the resonant signification of objects and ritual pracogy, Dead Birds (1964) was recorded during the Peabody
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expedition of 1961 that included Gardner, Karl Heider,

Gardner's DVDs and his book, The Impulse to Preserve,

Michael Rockefeller, and Jan Broekhuyse. The film concerns

are complementary. The book presents journal notes that

ritual warfare among the Dani in Papua New Guinea. It is

set the stage for the production of the film. The book offers

constructed around the narratives of two characters and the

an evocative day-by-day account of his fieldwork experi-

images of reoccurring motifs, such as birds and watchtow-

ences among the Dani. He is witnessing the end of a cultural

ers. The violence Gardner records on the battlefield also

practice. While he waits to see, understand, and record the
rituals of their warfare, the national police are attempting
permeates daily life, and it is reflected in other ritualized
to restrict it, as he recounts on the entry of May 24, 1961:
forms of violence, such as the ritual severing of women's
fingers when men die. The DVD helps bring forward Gard-

On the 11th of May a police patrol made a visit to our
neighborhood. On several subsequent days, patrols were
it also brings attention to how his understanding of how sent to warn warriors that if they fought any more they
the reasons he made the film have changed over time.
would be taken off to jail in Wamena. For days the effect
Any film is an amalgamation of several moments in was dramatic. Fearless warriors came to ask me if they
time, what might be considered time elements. In Dead were going to be put in chains. I thought not but said I
did not know for certain. [Gardner 2006:45]

ner's process of transforming his experience into film, and

Birds, for example, these time elements include: (1) the re-

search and fieldwork before any shooting occurs, such as the

For the time being, the battles go on and the filmmaker
collecting of diary notes, building of contacts or friendships,
continues to gather materials about the wars, the victory
archival research, and fundraising; (2) the lengthy period of
dances, and the pathos of deaths caused by raids and battles.
shooting a film that covers events of daily life; and (3) the
But Gardner is acutely aware of the fragility of this culture

editing of that footage in Cambridge and the subsequent

and questions if even his team's own role in studying this
recording of a narration and sound effects. After initial priculture is changing them. On July 15, he writes,
vate screenings, Gardner then reedited the film into a very
different work, so at least two versions of the film exist, one They crave many of our belongings and appurtenances
being little known. The DVD points to this through the in- and then give vent to their craving by begging and even

clusion of outtakes-some from that original version-and stealing. We are really not so different from the missionaries in long-term effect on the Dani. We cannot leave

it highlights a third variation; the DVD includes the first
with clean hands... I've come to see that the young
few minutes of a rarely screened black-and-white print of boy named Uwar is among the brightest and most cor-

Dead Birds. The DVD also includes a slide show that was de-

rupt(ible). He is frighteningly adept at getting himself the

veloped in the 1960s as a presentation about the fieldwork.
Then, there is a section of a roundtable discussion about the
film recorded in 1973 almost ten years after Dead Birds was
released but 30 years before the publication of the DVD. Fi-

little things he wants. An inevitable result of lost innocence may be humiliation. Many have not reached this
point yet, but are we gentle enough to preserve their dignity as we undo their culture? [2006:63]

nally, there are conversations between Gardner and other The answer is "evidently not," as he discovers on a return
filmmakers that function as commentaries on the work lay- visit years later, which is recounted later in the book. Gardered on the various original materials; these commentaries ner revisits the Dani in 1989, and then again in 1996, by
with Harvard filmmakers Ross McElwee and Lucien Taylor which time the central two individuals from the original
were recorded shortly before the DVD release. In this way, Dead Birds, Pua and Weyek, had died. Ironically discover-

the DVD offers a dialogical construction in which differ-ing that the past way of life is as much preserved in its own
ing materials and conversational viewpoints from differing foreign film as in any local ritual, Gardner encounters a culmoments in time layer upon, and intersect with, each other. ture torn from its past in every detail from daily activities

As an example of the use of DVD technology, Dead to their distinctive dress:
Birds is not unusual. The DVD employs conventions, such
as linked outtakes and commentaries, that are common-

place in the short history of DVD, and many interesting
items are left out, probably because of disc space. The inclusion of outtakes is selective, and while Gardner provides

a 4:32-minute example with commentary of a black-andwhite version of Dead Birds, the whole black-and-white ver-

sion is not included. Nor does Gardner include any of the
vast critical material that the film has generated. Even so,

the DVD goes beyond just making the remarkable digital
transfer of the film available. It also allows viewers insight
into a filmmaker's intentions and evolving views of cinematic, ethnographic praxis in a way that is quite different
from the lessons one can learn from his book, The Impulse
to Preserve, or, indeed, from other recent books that discuss
Gardner's project, such as Susan Meiselas's attractive imagedriven collection, Encounters with the Dani (2003).

On first encountering the Dani wearing his horim which,
depending on personal taste, was straight or curved, long
or short, narrow or wide, my reaction was partly disbelief.

Here was an otherwise convincingly human being with
an outlandish decoration perched on his penis, sticking
up sometimes higher than his shoulder. ... It was not
worn to protect vital anatomy but to assert dignity and
maintain masculine pride. ... In adopting Western clothing though edict and other pressures, the Dani male has

lost his horim and cannot feel other than humiliated as a

result. [2006:325]

Gardner has changed also. A night of festivities held
in his honor grows too long, and he realizes that his days

of participant-observation had probably ended some time
ago. Now, he writes, "I listen and watch less to be informed
by what I hear and see than to search for personal meaning"
(2006:328).
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Like the DVDs, the book intends to present insight into
the intentions of a filmmaker and his process. In this regard,
however, the book is a little less forthcoming than the films,
perhaps because of the singularity of voice. While the book
is limited to materials from Gardner's cross-cultural films,
many of the most remarkable moments of the book are seg-

ments about films not made or ones that might be made,
one-page commentaries on filmmakers and photographers
whose work has moved Gardner, and odd notes from un-

....w..k !

filmed travels. Where the book provides contextual materials that surround the works, the DVDs provide new means
of interpreting the works as records not only of Gardner's
fieldwork but also of his evolving views and process. A hybrid between the book and DVD, Gardner's reissue of his

masterful film Forest of Bliss (1986) was originally released
in a book, The Making of Forest of Bliss (Gardner and Ostor FIGURE 1. Stan Brakhage and Robert Gardner looking at Forest

2002). The film concerns ritual practices surrounding the of Bliss. (Photo courtesy of Robert Gardner)

ceremonies and economies of death in the Indian town of

Benares on the River Ganges. Gardner made the controvercommentary is somewhat different from those of
sial choice to build the 1986 film, Forest ofBliss, without The
any
the
other
voice-over or translation, offering an alternative to the au-DVDs. Viewers join the filmmakers in a screening
room
with the film projected behind them (see Figure 1).
thoritative voice-over of many documentaries. Rather,
the
As
the
filmmakers watch Forest of Bliss and discuss it, the
filmmaker uses repetition and variation in image and sound
projection
and cross-cutting to tie together visual and sound elements is full size, filling the viewer's screen. However,
viewing process is interrupted as the filmof the urban landscape in the montage-driven genre this
of conventional
the

makers frequently halt the screening to analyze stills and
"city symphony," in the tradition of Alberto Cavacanti's
ups. In some instances, sequences of stills are pulled
Rien Que Les Heures (1926), Walter Ruttman's Berlin,close
Symtogether
to supplement visual analyses in demonstrating
phony ofa City (1927), and Dziga Vertov's Man with the Movie

poetic
and rhetorical relationships concealed in the original
Camera (1929). Only gradually disclosing the symbolic
sigmontage.
nificance and material uses of its various subjects over the The sudden interruptions are surprising, remindviewers
course of the film, Forest of Bliss invites viewers toing
build
a of Gardner's compositional precision, and they
allow viewers to dwell on connections often missed in the
network of associations. Death takes on a resonant presence
insistent forward motion of film.
in all aspects of the riverside world of Benares from ritualized bathing to the economy of preparing wood forThe
themost recent addition to Gardner's oeuvre being released
pyres. In the end, it is the viewers who must do the speak-on DVD is his remarkable film Rivers of Sand (forth-

coming
ing, naming what they saw; perhaps such viewers may
also b), which depicts relations between and among

the sexes among the Hamar, who live in the scrubland
of
southwestern Ethiopia (see Figure 2). Envisioned under
The DVD of Forest of Bliss included in The Making ofFor-

be compelled to research what is not explained.

the and
working title "Creatures of Pain," the film reveals how
est of Bliss offers an exceptionally high-quality transfer
a fascinating commentary, but as Gardner's first foray into
DVD productions, it has less of the DVD features found in

his later rereleases. The work is now being complemented
by a new DVD rerelease, Looking at Forest of Bliss (forthcoming a), that includes further materials, including a re-

markable conversation about the documentary with filmmaker Stan Brakhage. The choice to talk about the film
with Stan Brakhage is both interesting and apt. The late
avant-garde filmmaker created groundbreaking works exploring how forms of experience are constructed through
light, color, and metaphor. The unpredictability of his works
and the intensity of the sensual information emphasize the
present-tense experience of viewership. This intensity given
to the moment and his exploration of patterns of visual rep-
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I
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resentation and association resonates with Gardner's inter-

ests in creating synesthetically rich visual webs of signification in which associations between movements, sounds, FIGURE

2.

colors, and behaviors are interlinked in the process of senpicts
a
man
Gardner)
sory cognition and sense making.
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ular culture and seems to regularly lead his own nation,

violence-in this case, a cultural pattern of misogynyhides thinly beneath the surface structure of social rela-

the United States, into wars of a far more ghastly, deadly

tions. For the filmmaker, the project raises delicate ques-

kind.

tions about how to position oneself observing practices one

gentle and elaborate process of preparing a man's hair is

Perhaps Gardner fails to expand more on the cultural
research that went into his original films. The works are
more about preserving original materials and viewing them
in new contexts than revisiting the conditions surrounding
prior paths. The book and DVD rereleases serve above all as
lessons of praxis geared toward a new generation of filmmakers. His groundbreaking films continue be contentious
because they resist documentary conventions-particularly

contrasted with the painful yet "decorative" scarring of a

those conventions that offer the viewer a conformable and

woman's flesh. The film also shows direct manifestations

passive observational distance from the film's subject-and

might find abhorrent. Although Gardner does not interfere

with Hamar cultural practices, he also does not back away
from the topic of misogynistic violence, and, as with Dead
Birds, he looks for signs of how the outward acts of violence

permeate other aspects of daily life, such as in the differing ways Hamar men and women decorate themselves. The

because of how they continue both to inspire production
of violence: beatings. Here Gardner's approach is hoveracross various disciplines by blurring distinctions of artising on the necessity to understand and a desire to turn
away.
The methods of this film lie somewhere in between

tic and ethnographic sensibility. While some documentary

films integrate expository and cinematic methods-a practice that can diminish the power of spontaneous sense makthose of Dead Birds and Forest of Bliss. The documentary
ing by placing pictures in the service of words-Gardner's
integrates an evocative visual language with other forms

films do not.
of information, including an interview with a female informant. In the commentary, Gardner focuses attention on theThe result is an approach that is less likely to provide

answers to issues raised in the past than to ask new questions
challenge of retaining an observational distance to the cul-

turally established patterns of violence toward women.about
For how to use film and other audio-visual media to learn
of interpreting and articulating culturally diverse exthe filmmaker, the question "What does one shoot?" is means
inpressions of the human condition. For Gardner, interdisciseparable from "How does one shoot?." He shifts back and
plinarity does not necessarily mean employing all methforth between gendered perspectives, social practices, and
practices of self-decoration: If violence occurs directly ods
be- at once but, rather, understanding the value of differing approaches and building bridges between them. Where
tween the sexes among the Hamar, it is also refracted within

Gardner's films raise fundamental questions about audioordinary activities, reinforced within the patterns of daily
visual forms of knowledge and employ innovative methlife and cultural rituals. In the DVD commentary with filmmaker Robert Fenz, Gardner cites filmmaker Luis Bufiuel's
ods to offer sensorial interpretation, the DVD commentaries
carry these goals further. They shed light on how to bridge
proposition: that life is not the best of all possible worlds,
practical and intellectual processes of creating ethnographic
and it is the filmmaker's task to show this. Such a proposi-

media works and how to employ interactive tools to untion pointedly suits a discussion about such a challenging
fold
film. The commentary reminds audiences that each film
is the temporal constructs of the cinematic image and its
Thus, the reissues of these works offer provocative
an expression of the choice making that occurs both atcontexts.
the
models for media makers today with the intent of furthermoment of ethnographic production and during the develing the discourse through production of critically engaged
opment of a synesthetic work.

works. As Gardner says to Fenz in the DVD commentary
All these new publications make Gardner's groundbreaking ethnographies accessible in the digital age. while
They Rivers of Sand (2007b) is being loaded: "I don't want
to on
try to dig below the surface to the subtext of something
invite a new generation of filmmakers into the discourse
that I am not even sure is in the text itself, but let's see if
the evolving challenges facing cross-cultural filmmaking,

we can inform ourselves or anyone who might watch this
and they allow viewers to probe the relationship between
about
a filmmaker's intentions, methods, and results. They do
so this as a film as filmmakers. Are you willing to give it a
by asking viewers to consider not only the question oftry?"
why
to make a film of others but also how. And, all three filmsDead Birds, Forest of Bliss, and Rivers of Sand-tell viewers
something about how Gardner uses film in an interpretive
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agreement
they signed in November 2001 with the Kainai
"Pictures Bring Us Messages" Sinaakssiiksi
aohtsimaahcommunity
that the
became the foundation for the project. The
pihkookiyaawa: Photographs and Histories
from

Kainai Nation. Alison K. Brown and Laura Peers, with

Kainai responses to the photographs are quoted extensively

members of the Kainai Nation. Toronto: University ofand show the meaning the images have for them as both
family and community history and the vital importance
Toronto Press, 2006. 280 pp., 32 plates, and 13 figures.
of identifying by name each individual in the photos to
JOANNA COHAN SCHERER

prevent them from becoming generic Indian images. That

these pictures depicting Kainai lives and ancestors, made
Emerita Anthropologist, Smithsonian Institution
by Blackwood in only two days, are valuable to the Kainai
today is an
interesting and integral part of the story. In the
This book is a case study demonstrating a methodology
for
text, to
Brown
using historical photographs as primary documents
ob- and Peers distinguish between the surface read-

ing ofon
photos
tain multiple cultural readings of images. It focuses
an- by scholars and indigenous reading of photos.
may note such details as what people are wearing,
thropometric portraits (yes, those awful paired Scholars
front and

whereof
therace
pictures were taken, and an emphasis on "improfile photos that were intended to explicate issues
individuals, all of which tends to put these porand acculturation) and fieldwork portraits taken portant"
by Beatrice
traits
objectifying categories of outsiders versus indigeBlackwood in August 1925 of the Kainai people on
theinto
Blood

nous. Indigenous
readings of the same photos reveal the
Indian Reserve in Alberta. Thirty-three of Blackwood's
imimportance
of kin-based history, their reaction to change,
ages, housed in Oxford's Pitt Rivers Museum, form
the substance of this book.
and, most importantly, their survival and ability to main-

Although Blackwood took other photos of Native tain Kainai ways and identity despite tremendous material
Americans, African Americans, and non-Indians in Canada changes. Importantly, such readings tend to return control
and the United States from 1924-27, this book focuses ex- of the images' interpretation to the indigenous commuclusively on the Kainai images. The photos are describednity. Brown and Peers also describe ways that archives and
in Blackwood's field notes, diaries, lectures, and demonstra-repositories of historical photos can be encouraged to share
tion talks and are thus extremely well documented from thetheir visual resources with the community of origin. The imanthropologist's point of view. Between 2001 and 2004, Al- portance of archival collections to indigenous communities
ison Brown and Laura Peers took Blackwood's photos andbrings a new meaning to visual repatriation projects. In this
associated documentation and shared them with the deprocess of working more closely with the community than
scendants of the Kainai. The authors then brought together
most researchers have in the past, Brown and Peers have
clearly shown the benefits that can be reaped in using this
in this well-written book a description of how Blackwood
methodology to extract new levels of understanding from
used the photographs, the ideological system she worked
under, and what can be learned about them from theold
Kainai
pictures.
The temptation to use historical photos and the vitoday. Not surprisingly, the Kainai people saw in the photos different and new information than did the academic

sual information they contain but not to do the homework necessary to reconstruct the historical context is all
researchers (pp. 134, 145). The book also includes a num-

too common. The richness of information brought to Blackber of appendixes that are sources of primary data about the

wood's photos by this project exemplifies how to do rephotographer and her fieldwork, about her identifications
search on historical pictures. However, similar care was
of the images, and the Kainai reflections on Blackwood's
not brought to the non-Blackwood image that appears on

diary and fieldwork.

The authors discuss the historical context in which the
page 69 (figure 2.4) labeled "Ethnologist measuring a Blackfoot man, Macleod District, Alberta, ca. 1910-20 from the
photos were made, a period of assimilation by colonial offiGlenbow-Alberta
cials. They summarize Blackwood's anthropological career

Institute." The documentation for this

image appears to be based on information by Brock Silve
and the genre of anthropometric photography. Then Brown
and Peers discuss their fieldwork and the formal protocol
sides (1994:90). I spent a number of years tracking do
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